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ABSTRACT
SPEST - A Tool for Specification-Based Testing
Corrigan Johnson
This thesis presents a tool for SPEcification based teSTing (SPEST). SPEST is designed to use
well known practices for automated black-box testing to reduce the burden of testing on developers.
The tool uses a simple formal specification language to generate highly-readable unit tests that embody
best practices for thorough software testing. Because the specification language used to generate the
assertions about the code can be compiled, it can also be used to ensure that documentation describing
the code is maintained during development and refactoring.
The utility and effectiveness of SPEST were validated through several experiments conducted with
students in undergraduate software engineering classes. The first experiment compared the understand-
ability and efficiency of SPEST generated tests against student written tests based on the Java Modeling
Language (JML)[25] specifications. JML is a widely used language for behavior program specification.
A second experiment evaluated readability through a survey comparing SPEST generated tests against
tests written by well established software developers. The results from the experiments showed that
SPEST’s specification language is at least understandable as JML, SPEST’s specification language is
more readable than JML, and strongly suggest that SPEST is capable of reducing the effort required to
produce effective tests.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Testing is a fundamental part of the software engineering process and is an area of continued research
[39]. As software becomes a larger part of people’s daily lives, the need to verify that programs perform
as expected has grown. Advances in testing strategies from the last decade have led to many significant
improvements; however, many challenges in this area remain unsolved [39].
Specification languages can be used to provide an unambiguous description of code’s behavior
and as a result can be used to generate black-box software tests [20]. Research on the benefits and
applications of formal specifications has primarily focused on formal verification; however, there is less
research on the use of specifications for testing. The primary distinction between verification and testing
is the level of correctness guaranteed. While specification languages can reduce time spent testing, their
complexity has led to limited adoption by the development community[50]. An easy to use specification
based test generation tool has the potential to increase the usage of specification languages and relieve
some of the burden of writing software tests by hand.
This thesis describes SPEST, a black-box test generation tool designed to increase the value of
formal specification comments in code and facilitate quicker and easier generation of unit tests. The
tool works by using specifications in comments above Java methods to create unit tests. The syntax
used within SPEST comments is derived from predecessor specification languages such as Z [46] and
Eiffel [31] but is most similar to the Java Modeling Language (JML) [25]. The simplicity of SPEST
differentiates it from its predecessors; the syntax used by SPEST is designed specifically for testing
and is general enough to be adaptable to support multiple source languages with minimal changes to
the syntax. SPEST’s syntax allows the user to create boolean expressions that describe the expected
behavior of their code. Additionally, the user can validate that their comments are syntactically and
type correct by using SPEST to compile their specifications.
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A black-box test generation tool, that is easy to use, may help encourage developers to write speci-
fications, increase the quality of their code, and reduce development time [52]. Furthermore, by creating
a tool that is capable of being used in conjunction with the latest versions of Java, developers following
the design by contract design paradigm will be able to use the tool to validate their contracts as well as
their source code.
1.1 Description of the Problem
The specific problem addressed in this thesis is how to make a black-box test generation tool which
improves upon the current state of the art tools for Java. The current problems not addressed by the state
of the art black-box test generation tool for Java, the Java Modeling Language Unit Next Generation
(JMLUnitNG)[52], include generating data for generics, bounding unbounded sets of data, creating
data sets for universal quantifiers, creating tests that can be executed in reasonable amounts of time,
creating data that meets a user’s specifications, and creating tests that are human readable. SPEST aims
to provide a solution to these problems. While there are other specification based test generation tools
for languages other than Java, these are outside the focus of this thesis, except as topics for discussion
in related work.
The more general problem addressed in this thesis is how to create a specification language for
Java that is simpler than existing specification languages and that focuses specifications on testing as
opposed to formal program verification. Identifying and removing the keywords within the Java Mod-
eling Language that only pertain to formal verification and identifying ways to bring the specification
language closer to the source language will likely reduce the effort required to learn the language. Fur-
thermore, identifying unnecessarily Java-specific features that prevent the specification language from
working across multiple source languages will reduce cross language barriers and may help attract a
larger community of users.
Specification languages are used to formally describe the behavior of a system at a higher level than
a programming language. In this context, the problem of improving development is to allow developers
to write fewer lines of testing code through the use of specifications while still maintaining the highest
quality code possible. The problem of generating inputs for unit tests is of particular interest in this
thesis. The more general problem discussed throughout this thesis is how black-box test generation can
be used to produce high quality unit tests, particularly in a teaching environment.
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Writing unit tests by hand can be a challenging and tedious process. Developers must understand
what the code under test is doing and put careful thought in to what values should be tested while writing
the same boilerplate template code around their assertions. Developers must not only understand the
object under test but the data structures that it relies on and how to construct them as well.
Black-box test generation can effectively reduce the amount of domain knowledge needed to write
unit tests while removing the tedium of writing boiler plate code [35] [51]. This can help reduce the
amount of time spent writing tests and analyzing objects that are only indirectly relevant while forcing
the developer to document their assumptions. Per Runeson warned “it’s difficult to motivate the devel-
opers to execute unit tests” [44]. Unit testing takes time and can be difficult to justify the benefit-cost
ratio because of the short term delays and increased short term costs associated with it. Developers’
lack of interest in black-box test generation is a testament to the fact that black-box test generation
frameworks have not progressed to a mature state where developers can clearly evaluate the benefits
they give. To facilitate faster and stronger unit testing, tools and methods that are capable of removing
the tedium of writing boiler plate code and reducing the delays created by testing are needed.
1.2 Overview of the Solution
This thesis aims to provide a means to provide high quality unit tests in less time than they could be
written by hand as well as demonstrate that the implementation of this tool is capable of performing as
well as the state of the art tool in Java, JMLUnitNG, in delivering readable and performant unit tests
that students are able to understand while being flexible enough to be expanded to languages other than
Java in the future.
The work of this thesis is to create a black-box test generation tool, SPEST, that adds new capabili-
ties that have not been available in its predecessor tools. This tool provides a new specification language,
a parser to interpret the language, a test generation mechanism, and a data generation tool. The parser is
created by defining a grammar that describes valid tokens and the order the tokens can appear using the
tool ANother Tool for Language Recognition (ANTLR)[42]. The test generation mechanism is a collec-
tion of modular services that are responsible for analyzing the specifications to determine information
such as assertions and outputting the information to a test file. The data generation tool uses Java’s
reflection to dynamically instantiate objects and modify their state to meet the requirements interpreted
from parsing a user’s specifications.
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The primary foundations for SPEST are the Java Modeling Language and the corresponding test
generation tool, the Java Modeling Language Unit Next Generation[52]. SPEST’s language was built
by picking only the keywords essential to testing from the Java Modeling Language and modifying
this subset to more closely resemble the languages it describes. SPEST’s data generation is a modified
version of the approach taken in JMLUnitNG that enforces smaller data generation limits to reduce the
runtime of tests. Several of the limitations of JMLUnitNG also drove core design decisions such as not
making SPEST’s parser a full Java compiler as well as storing additional information, such as generics,
that a typical Java compiler does not retain.
1.3 Outline of the Thesis
What follows in Chapter 2 is a description of background and related work, which covers testing, spec-
ification languages, and test generation tools. Chapter 3 describes the design of the language and its
intended goals while Chapter 4 dives into the subsequent process created from the design. Chapter 5
demonstrates and describes SPEST’s capabilities. Chapter 6 discusses the experiments used to validate
that SPEST’s readability, simplicity, and test efficiency as well as the results from the experiments.
Chapter 7 concludes with a summary of contributions and chapter 8 lists potential future work opportu-
nities.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
2.1 Unit Testing
Addressing how to improve software quality has been a long standing concern amongst developers.
Modern programming languages now support unit testing frameworks designed to facilitate the execu-
tion of small units of code to verify the source code’s behavior [44]. Two fundamental factors in the
success of unit tests are quick feedback and the ability to isolate the smallest modules in the system
that can be tested [44]. Tests that run quickly allow developers to run them more often and get quicker
feedback. Isolation means the dependencies of a method are mocked so that the behavior shown can
only be the result of the method under test. Mock objects are substitutions for implementations of code
that aid with testing by creating objects that provide known results for known inputs in tests [28].
Java has two prominent testing frameworks, JUnit [6] and TestNG [7]; similar xUnit frameworks
are also available in other languages. These frameworks are designed to support writing and running
tests and provide a graphical user interface that displays information about which tests passed and failed.
JUnit was launched in 2005 and distinguished itself through its simplicity and its functionality which
removed the need for testing print statements and made tests reusable and extensible [6]. TestNG was
launched after JUnit in 2007 with the goal of providing functionality that JUnit did not include such
as defining dependencies between tests. JUnit and TestNG also serve as the foundation for collecting
additional information such as line coverage and mutation scores.
2.2 Specification Languages
Specification languages are a tool that allow developers to model and specify requirements [30]. Be-
havioral interface specification languages are a subset of specification languages that use annotations
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such as preconditions and postconditions containing assertions to describe the expected behavior of a
code block [19]. Preconditions and postconditions can be as simple as english statements that define
what must be true before and after a program is run. Formal languages that go beyond natural language
have the capability to remove natural language’s ambiguities and allow specifications to be analyzed for
completeness and consistency.
Preconditions and postconditions were first introduced in 1967 in a seminal paper by Robert Floyd
where he described an approach to formally prove things about the code being described [15]. Floyd’s
work was a purely mathematical presentation, not based on a compilable language. Compilable lan-
guages would become the next key development in the evolution of specification languages. Early
examples of specification languages that could be compiled included Larch [17] and Z [46]. While
these tools provided a means to describe the code and they were able to be syntactically validated and
type checked, they failed to produce anything directly usable for testing. This problem was later ad-
dressed by the Assertion Definition Language (ADL) [9]. ADL was originally designed to work with
C programs and had a companion tool, the ADL Translator (ADLT), that had the capability to gener-
ate program tests from the specifications [9]. Most of these specification languages have gone widely
unused in large part because of the lack of desire for testing until more recent years and an uncertainty
about the value added by the tools relative to their costs.
2.3 Software Processes
To help organize the software development process, many developers follow software design processes
such as design by contract [32], test driven development [5], and specification driven development [40].
These processes describe how requirements will be collected and when development and testing should
take place in order to create an optimal process for developers to follow [43]. Each approach has
strengths and weaknesses that result from the prioritization of some tasks before others as well as the
lengths of the cycles before the processes are repeated. This section describes several design processes
that prioritize early testing and defining specifications early.
2.3.1 Design By Contract
Design by contract, a concept first introduced by Bertrand Meyer, is a software methodology whereby
preconditions and postconditions are used to document the behavior of a method [32]. This methodol-
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ogy was proposed to counter the idea of defensive programming. In defensive programming, developers
check that all inputs are valid. Validating all inputs leads to redundant checks and unnecessary code.
Design by contract reduces the amount of validation done within a method and can be used to reduce
unit testing if the contracts are executable assertions [18]. If the contracts in this technique are writ-
ten in an assertion language, they can be compiled and run with the source code. Contracts are one
of the strongest forms of documentation because their ability to be executed with the source code im-
proves their maintainability. Design by contract suffers from challenges of converting requirements into
specifications that concretely describe the exact behavior in all situations [18].
2.3.2 Test Driven Development
Test driven development is a software process in which a developer must write a unit test before writing
production code and then writing just enough production code to satisfy the unit test as well as refactor-
ing [5]. This development process gained popularity as a fundamental part of eXtreme Programming.
The goal of this style is not pure testing but instead to form the specifications necessary for develop-
ment before attempting to develop code. Because the tests are the specifications, documentation is a
secondary consideration of this approach. While studies have shown test driven development to have
little impact on code coverage or mutation score [48], test driven development may reduce computa-
tional complexity and provide other design benefits [21]. One of the key problems with this approach
is that the goal is passing all the tests instead of having the desired behavior. Ideally the tests should
reflect the desired behavior but this is not always the case. Tests are best for capturing low level desired
behavior but fail to paint a larger picture for the program as a whole [40] [33].
2.3.3 Specification Driven Development
Specification driven development attempts to take advantage of both design by contract and test driven
development. While some have argued that the two concepts are opposites, the effectiveness of the
collaboration of these concepts has been shown in the context of the Eiffel language and environment
[40]. Both techniques have the same goal, converting requirements into verifiable constructs, and using
specifications to describe this goal. While the approaches taken by each of the techniques differs, both
can be applied to different aspects of the same project. When a formal specification is too complex, tests
can break the problem into smaller units before development; however, when documentation is needed
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to identify larger aspects, design by contract can be used. The key to this approach is deciding which
technique to use based on the given situation instead of choosing one and using it for the whole project.
2.4 Approaches to Automated Testing
Unit testing is essential to quality control and maintaining large systems. There are several approaches
to automating the task of unit testing: white-box, grey-box, black-box, fuzzy, and many other techniques
[39]. The largest difference between these approaches is the technique by which the tool determines the
expected behavior. Black-box testing is a testing process in which the test ignores the implementation of
the code and focuses solely on values that are returned [8]. In black-box test generation, the developer
specifies the expected behavior for each method as boolean expressions above each method, usually in
the form of a comment. Comments can be as simple as informal or semi-formal english descriptions
or formal and compilable boolean expressions. The black-box test generation tool is responsible for
parsing a developer’s specifications and creating unit tests.
2.4.1 Machine Learning
In many environments, the information required for a test generation tool, such as the source code,
are not available. Machine learning offers a new solution to analyzing the models and dynamically
generating effective tests. A model inference engine can be trained from existing test inputs and outputs
and used to guide future selection of test inputs and the expected test outputs [41]. Model inference is
extremely powerful because it does not require the developers to perform additional tasks to improve
the quality of their tests; however, the success of this approach is strongly tied to the availability and
strength of existing tests.
A unified test representation and advice framework can expand the pool of test information that can
be analyzed and used to improve machine learning approaches that rely on model inference to guide
their test generation. Analysis from frameworks such as the Test Advice Framework [49] can provide
information about combinations of invocations that lead to different states within the model as well
oracle generation. While this approach can be used in conjunction with machine learning approaches to
produce more accurate oracles, the approach places a larger burden on developers by requiring them to
transform their tests to meet the new standard unified test representation.
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2.4.2 Black-Box Test Generation Tools
Two tools, Eiffel [31] and JMLUnitNG [52], have grown into major efforts and have greatly influenced
the development of specification languages and black-box test generation tools. This section describes
the fundamental structure of these tools and how they are used to verify the behavior of code.
2.4.2.1 Eiffel
Eiffel is an object-oriented programming language that was designed to produce high quality software
[31]. To achieve its goal, Eiffel has formal specification constructs built into the language that are
capable of being compiled and executed with the code. There are three levels of execution for Eiffel
specifications: none, preconditions only, and preconditions in conjunction with postconditions [31]. Be-
cause the assertions are not part of the comments but are instead a part of the language, Eiffel provides
the keyword “deferred” to allow specifications to be written for methods that do not have an implemen-
tation yet. Eiffel has influenced and been cited by other specification languages such as iContract [24],
Java with Assertions [3], jContractor [23], and JML [25].
In additional to Eiffel’s internal tools for verifying preconditions and postconditions at runtime,
external tools, such as AutoTest [27], can be used to create and execute tests. These tools use the
preconditions and postconditions in the source code as the assertions in the tests and randomly generate
input values to test the method with. The tests that are generated are bound by user constraints that
specify the cutoff time for the invocations, the maximum number of invocations, the timeout time for
the routine, and a seed used when randomly generating the input data.
While Eiffel provides strong support for testing, there are several limitations to determining the
source of the problem through debugging. Known limitations of the debugger include:
• No support for Agents
• Some objects are not able to be instantiated
• The wrong assertion tag may be shown
• Evaluating some types of expressions may cause the debugger to crash
[47].
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2.4.2.2 JMLUnitNG & JML
The state of the art technologies for creating black-box tests in Java are the Java Modeling Language
(JML) in conjunction with the Java Modeling Language Unit Next Generation (JMLUnitNG). JML is
a design by contract language that works with Java methods and objects [25]. JMLUnitNG relies on
a JML translator known as OpenJML. OpenJML is responsible for translating JML specifications into
SMT-LIB format but is only compatible with versions of Java up to version 7 [11]. JMLUnitNG is a
testing framework for Java code and is able to create unit tests for code using JML annotations [52]. The
tests generated by JMLUnitNG are executable by JUnit 4, which is widely used for testing Java-based
systems.
JMLUnitNG was built as a successor to JMLUnit [10]. JMLUnit, like JMLUnitNG, transformed
JML specifications into unit tests. JMLUnit had three fundamental problems: lack of input generation,
memory utilization, and copyleft licensing. JMLUnit was limited to generating test data for primitive
types and relied on the developer to generate test data for non-primitive data types. Furthermore, JM-
LUnit performed exhaustive testing which led to memory exhaustion and an unreadable set of test cases.
JMLUnit’s memory issues stem from the fact that the tool creates the entire JUnit test suite in memory
before running any of the test.
JMLUnitNG was created to solve the existing issues with JMLUnit. The tool uses Java’s reflection
to generate non-primitive data types [52]; however, this approach has its own limitations. The generated
objects have an arbitrary depth for recursive data structures and the objects do not automatically respect
preconditions. In order to better utilize memory, JMLUnitNG uses a lazy approach to generate required
parameters for the methods [52]. Furthermore, unlike JMLUnit, JMLUnitNG can record the results of
failed tests on the disk with as much detail as necessary which conserves memory usage [52]; however,
as of January 2015, JMLUnitNG does not support systems built with Java 8 or later [11].
JMLUnitNG was a large step forward for black-box test generation prior to Java 8, but the tests
were still far from usable. In a comparison between JMLUnit tests and JMLUnitNG tests, JMLUnit
tests took 10 seconds to run, as opposed to 3 hours taken by the JMLUnitNG tests. In test and spec-
ification driven development, running the tests after making small changes is imperative to verifying
the behavior of the code; however, because JMLUnitNG takes so long to run unit tests, it is unable to
provide any real time feedback to developers. Furthermore, JMLUnitNG’s inability to apply precondi-
tions to object generation severely complicates the generation process. The development of SPEST is
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strongly motivated by the desire to overcome the limitations of JMLUnitNG.
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Chapter 3
Design
SPEST has a language and a collection of services that can be used to generate unit tests dynamically
and provide services to assist with object generation and Java’s reflection. The language is used to help
users describe the expected conditions before a method is run and the results of running a method. This
chapter describes how SPEST uses feedback and minimalism to reduce the learning curve required to
use the tool and how the services composing SPEST can be used to lessen the effort required to unit
test.
3.1 Language
SPEST’s keywords are a refined and revised subset of keywords from well-known notations for formal
specifications and are influenced specifically by JML’s keywords. Table 3.1 shows SPEST’s keywords,
the equivalent JML keyword, the keyword’s meanings, and an example usage of the keyword. SPEST
specifications are found in Java document style comments denoted by “/*” to start and “*/” to end the
comment. By keeping the SPEST specifications in comments, they do not interfere with the source
compiler. This style of comment, as opposed to JML’s comments denoted by “/*@” and “@*/”, was
chosen because SPEST specifications supplement or even replace Java document comments since they
are very explicit about expected inputs and outputs. Other modifications to the JML keywords were
chosen to make the language feel closer to the target language. For example, “\result” was replaced
with “return” because “return” is a keyword that the most developers will recognize.
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Keyword JML Keyword Purpose Example Usage
pre: requires Precedes statements that must be true before run-
ning the method.
pre: field == true
post: ensures Precedes statements that must be true after run-
ning the method.
post: field == true
forall \forall Precedes expressions that must be true for all
objects from the universal collection of objects
bound by a constraint.
forall(int i; i > -1 & i < 100; list[i] < list[i
+ 1])
exists \exists Precedes expressions that must be true for at least
one object bound from the universal collection of
objects bound by a constraint.
forall(int i; i > -1 & i < 100; list[i] < list[i
+ 1])
’ (Prime) Describes the value of the variable after running
the method.
field != field’
return \result The returned value from running the method. return == 4
if/else a ==> b Describe expressions that must be true under
given conditions.
if(a > b) (a == 4) else (a == 5)
iff a <==> b Describes two expressions that must both be true
or must both be false.
(a == 4) iff (b == 5)
Table 3.1: SPEST keyword meanings
To encourage developers to test all of their code’s functionality through unit tests, SPEST implicitly
ignores access restrictions on fields and methods. JML allows users to do bypass privacy restrictions
for individual fields and methods through the annotation “/*@ spec public @*/” after the Java privacy
setting [26]; however, annotating every private field and method can be tedious and results in code
littering. Code littering is the result of adding comments that hold no value to a user reading them but
provide information to a tool that is using them. Ideally all comments should provide some direct use to
the developer. Specifications should not be perceived as code littering because they provide users with
exact knowledge of what restrictions are placed on the inputs and outputs.
3.2 Usability
Predecessors to SPEST, such as JMLUnitNG, have relied on command line interfaces to allow tools
to specify file selections, validate their specifications, and generate unit tests. While command line
interfaces do facilitate quick development for advanced users, they are unintuitive to first time users.
Furthermore, command line interfaces have limited formatting capabilities which can make it more
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difficult for users to understand their output.
Clear feedback is essential for users learning how to use a tool and in iterative processes that allow
users to quickly make changes and check their work. The feedback users receive should be concise and
describe only the relevant information to the error. In the case of the current state of the art tool for Java
black-box test generation, JMLUnitNG, the error message produced on Windows 7, shown in figure 3.1,
is cryptic and excessive. The error message only reveals information about an internal problem with the
tool while the real problem was that the tool did not support all of the functionality of Java 8. When
asking the creator of JMLUnitNG, Daniel Zimmerman, what the errors meant, his response was more
questions about the environment and versions being used. Zimmerman’s response made it clear that the
feedback was not useful for determining how to fix the problem [2]. Further complicating the problem
was the fact that the error message differed depending on the operating system it was running on. Figure
3.2 shows a different error message from running the same version of the tool on the same source code
on Mac OS X. When working in a collaborative environment, it is imperative to have repeatable results
so that procedures can be documented and developers are able to help each other overcome common
errors.
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Figure 3.1: JMLUnitNG Exception on Windows 7
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Figure 3.2: JMLUnitNG Exception on Mac OS X
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SPEST attempts to reduce the cognitive load of users by providing a clear graphical user interface
that guides users through the input process with quick feedback and clear error messages. Figure 3.3
shows the front end of SPEST and explains the functionality of the different components. The tool gives
users the ability to edit some inputs by hand or use the operating system’s selection dialog for that input.
Figure 3.4 shows how users can expand directories to select individual files to validate and generate unit
tests from. The file selection dialog filters out files that are not of the appropriate file type as well as test
files to simplify the users’ experience.
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Figure 3.3: SPEST Graphical User Interface
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Figure 3.4: SPEST File Selection Dialog
To help users understand what inputs are invalid, SPEST also provides feedback on users’ directory
selections as well as their file selections. Figure 3.5 shows the feedback users recieve when they enter
an invalid “source module directory” or whenever they enter an invalid “test output directory”. In this
situation, invalid means that the path does not refer to a directory. The tool highlights the fields that
are invalid in red, provides a warning icon to show what fields need to be corrected, and also provides
an error message in the console describing why the fields were invalid. Figure 3.6 shows the feedback
SPEST provides when the user selects no files to validate or generate tests for. When no files are
selected, the tool highlights the “File Selection” label with an asterisk and describes how to resolve the
error.
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Figure 3.5: Invalid Source Module Directory / Test Output Directory
Figure 3.6: No files selected
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Once the user has successfully filled out all of the fields in SPEST, they are ready to validate
and generate unit tests. Both validation and generation perform syntax and type checking on a user’s
selected source files. Figure 3.7 shows the tool after the user has validated with a type error. The tool
uses HTML formatting to distinguish warnings and errors, highlight the file the error occurred in, and
lists the cause for the error. The error messages explain the reason for the failure as well as the line
number and character position at which the error occurred. The user feedback is concise, and wraps
internal failures in user understandable messages so that the user is able to resolve the problem.
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Figure 3.7: Formatted Error Messages
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3.3 Multilingual
Learning a new language is a difficult task, even for experienced developers [45]. The learning curve
for new languages is part of the reason that specification languages are not part of every developers
day-to-day testing process [50]. SPEST attempts to alleviate some of the stress caused by this problem
by providing a minimal language as well as creating a framework which can be expanded on to support
more source languages with minimal changes to SPEST’s specification language. Because there are
simply fewer keywords to remember, and the keywords are close to keywords already found in the
language, SPEST requires less time to learn and understand.
For the scope of this thesis, services that could be used to parse and generate unit tests were created
for Java; however, these services could be replaced with alternate services to achieve a similar goal
in additional languages. As a framework, SPEST collects a user’s information, passes it through its
parser, passes information from the parser along to the test writing mechanism, and requests information
about how to create the various levels of test information within a unit test file. Beyond the parser, the
operation of SPEST is largely language independent.
3.4 A Tool Suite for the Advanced Developer
Using SPEST to generate tests may not be the best solution in all situations; however, the components of
SPEST can still be useful in most situations. There are known cases where SPEST may fail to generate
data or may not generate data that targets a specific edge case a user wants to test. If a developer, who
is not familiar with formal specifications, is willing to rethink how they test, SPEST can be extremely
powerful. While SPEST is designed to generate unit tests, it also provides two other major capabilities:
reflexive support and object generation.
A prominent difficulty when writing a new unit test is “isolating the unit under test” [13]. In Java,
reflection can help resolve this by providing a means to isolate methods under test. Reflection is a tool
built into Java that allows developers to access all information, including private fields and methods,
within a class. By exposing private application programming interfaces (APIs), developers may be
able to use reflection to break up the tests for public methods by also testing private support methods
associated with them or verifying the values in fields are set appropriately. SPEST provides a facade
that can simplify reflection, for the purposes of testing, by reducing the reflexive API to a subset of
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invocations that are relevant to a testing environment. There are third party JUnit plugins that attempt
to provide similar functionality, such as DP4J [22]; however, these plugins either require a specific
compiler within an integrated development environments (IDEs) [22] or require additional annotations
above each private field and method similar to JML [25].
Maintainability should not be limited to source code, “unit tests need to be maintainable” too [13].
Because manual data generation will not dynamically update with changes in assumptions, APIs, or as
new implementations become available, tests can break or fail for reasons other than the source code not
performing the desired functionality. One way to reduce how brittle current unit tests are is to remove
the dependence on specific inputs always being used for a given test. By using the object generator in
SPEST to create sample data, users are able to ensure that the test data will always remain up to date
with the latest assumptions the code under test is making.
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Chapter 4
Phases of Test Generation
Each of SPEST’s services is part of one of three phases. The first phase is responsible for validation of
a user’s specification comments, the second phase is responsible for the test file generation, and the last
phase is responsible for running the tests as well as data management.
Figure 4.1 shows a high level overview of the phases SPEST goes through before tests can be
generated and evaluated for a Java program. The process starts with a Java object’s class file. From the
supplied class file, an internal representation of the fields and methods within the class object are passed
along as a symbol table to the Parser and Type Checker. The Parser is responsible for syntax checking,
creating an abstract syntax tree (AST), and passing the AST to the Type Checker. Using the AST and
symbol table, the Type Checker verifies that the subtypes within the expressions match the expected
type while also collecting additional language specific information to pass on. After the program passes
the type checker, the test information collected can be used to generate a test file for the user or to
execute the tests in a user’s test file. The test information is needed in the test execution stage to ensure
valid objects are generated for parameters. The subsequent subsections break down this process into a
more detailed explanation of how each step performs the tasks described above.
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Figure 4.1: Phases of Generation
4.1 Steps Prior to Compilation
Software languages are rapidly evolving. Versions 5 - 7 of Java have had lifespans of only two to four
years [38]. Because of these short lived life cycles, predecessors to SPEST that have relied on their own
custom Java compilers are not compatible with the latest versions of Java. For instance, OpenJML, a
toolset used to translate JML comments into a standard data format only supports versions of Java up
to version 7 update 40 [11] while the latest version of Java, as of January 2015, is version 8 update
65[36]. When specification languages are one or more steps behind the latest and greatest features of
the languages they work with, their functionality and acceptance will remain limited.
Relying on a custom compiler facilitates easier development of specific features; however, these
features are not unique to a custom compiler. Having a custom compiler provides tools greater control
over the information being used to validate and generate information for assertions. While a custom
full compiler does provide access to all of the information available, most of the information is not
needed. If additional information cannot be collected through the byproduct of an external standard
compiler, such as javac [37] in the Java Development Kit, then constraining the parser to parse only
the necessary information mitigates the consequences of changes to the source language. This targeted
approach reduces the coupling between the data produced by a compiler and the service using the data
while still providing access to the information required by the tools. Additionally, custom compilers
facilitate the insertion of runtime assertions into the bytecode of the compiled source [10]; however,
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bytecode injection is not restricted to compile time processes. For example, assertions can be injected
into code during the launch of the JVM or even after the program has been launched [29].
Before the Java/SPEST Parser and Type Checker are able to begin their work, the information
collected from the source language’s standard compiler is translated into an internal form representing
a symbol table. A symbol table is a data structure which maps variable names and method names to
their types. For Java, the symbol table is created by reflexively looking at the fields and methods within
the class objects in a particular project. Java’s reflection allows SPEST to find not only the public fields
and methods but also all private, protected, and package protected fields and methods, as well as all
inherited fields and methods. By gaining access to otherwise inaccessible fields, SPEST provides a way
for users to test whatever they believe needs to be tested regardless of the restrictions that were designed
to prohibit tight coupling instead of facilitating stronger testing. Because field and method names are
not guaranteed to be unique, method names are mangled [34] before being stored to avoid name clashes.
To mangle the method names, SPEST takes the method’s identifier and appends each of the parameter’s
types to the end of it. The mangled names are guaranteed to be unique since the source compiler will
throw an error if two methods had the exact same signature.
4.2 Compilation
The syntax checking and type checking is done with a context free grammar written for ANother Tool for
Language Recognition (ANTLR). ANTLR is a tool that facilitates tree construction, tree walking, error
recovery, as well other services [42]. ANTLR translates the grammar into a lexer which is responsible
for tokenizing the source file, a parser which is responsible for creating an AST, and AST traversal
mechanisms so that the source code can be type checked and additional information can be collected.
4.2.1 Grammar
The grammar used by ANTLR is broken down into several categories: tokens, lexer rules, and tree
traversal rules. The tokens and lexer rules are responsible for what will be used to do the syntax check-
ing on a user’s source code. The tree traversal rules are responsible for defining the rules used to do
the type checking. The tokens define the primitive types, language specific keywords, and SPEST key-
words that the user has access to. These basic building blocks are fed through the lexer rules which
represent complex interactions between the building blocks and expand the language. All of the gram-
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mars also have reference to a log which records warnings and errors that occur during the syntax and
type checking.
The rules defined in the lexer are used to parse the source code and produce the AST. In SPEST
the lexer rules attempt to minimize the coupling to the target language by skipping any information
that is not critical to the success of the tool. To achieve this goal, SPEST only parses imports, SPEST
comments, and method signatures. Additional information is gathered from the class files generated by
a standard Java compiler run on the source code. The lexer is also responsible for ensuring precedence is
respected when generating the AST. The grammar uses a non left recursive descent pattern, to evaluate
high precedent expressions before evaluating anything else.
4.2.2 Evaluating Types
The Java parser implementation in SPEST uses class objects associated with the types being compared
to analyze relationships. SPEST relies on the class objects because the classes provide information about
the polymorphism in the code. Class look up is broken down into two steps: identifying relevant import
statements and collecting the paths of all class files and jars needed to build the project. Imports are used
to help identify the fully qualified class name. Classes are loaded in Java using the Java ClassLoader
that is a part of the Java Runtime Environment.
In order to gain access to the classes that are not in the current classpath, SPEST uses a uniform
resource locator (URL) classloader where the URLs come from the paths of the classes and the jars.
Class objects can be retrieved from the classloader by providing the fully qualified name of the object
to the class loader. The fully qualified name of most objects is the class name appended to the end of
package path of the object. Special cases, such as arrays, require special formatting to match the name.
Array’s class names are prepended with a “[” for each dimension of the array followed by an “L”.
Primitive classes are able to be looked up using a lookup table, but arrays require more thought. In
order to retrieve the class for an array, two things need to be known: the component type and the number
of subarrays. Given this information the fully qualified name can be recreated using the aforementioned
format.
Because SPEST only views a part of the fully qualified object’s name, it must first attempt to
identify the fully qualified name before it can retrieve the class object. Identifying the fully qualified
name occurs over several steps. First the explicit imports and implicit imports such as “java.lang.*”
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are analyzed to see if any of them ends with the partial name that SPEST parsed. If an import with
a matching ending is found, then the fully qualified name can by found by prending the import to the
class name. If no imports are found, then the object is in the same package as the object that is being
parsed; however, since the fully qualified name of the current object is unknown this only leads to
another step in place of a solution. Because the object is in the same package, it can be inferred that the
fully qualified name will contain the class name prepended with some number of the parent directories’
names. Because directory structures are relatively shallow, the name can be deduced through a brute
force attempt of starting with the class name and prepending each level of the parent directory and its
children to the name.
Class retrieval is complicated by the subtleties of generics. Generics provide additional compile
time information about the types of data within an object, interface, or method [4]. Unfortunately,
most generic information is lost at runtime so additional generic information must be parsed before
the type checking can complete. Type checking without this information would result in very weak
types and could lead to runtime failures that should have been caught at compile time. For example,
if the expression list.get(0) > 4 was type checked without generics, the comparison would result in
an Object being compared to an Integer; however, there would be no way to determine if the object
was actually an Integer and this would pass the type checker even though it has the potential to fail.
To overcome this, the parser collects the missing generic information before it begins type checking
and passes this information along with the type of the object containing the generic information. This
generic information is only collected for parameters in methods because member variables maintain
enough information to determine their generic type.
4.2.3 Type Checking
The expressions composing a specification are examined to evaluate if they are composed of the valid
types. The expected types for an expression are predetermined based on the operator or looked up using
the symbol table. The types determined using the above methods are compared against the expression
type using several different approaches. If the expected type requires a primitive, then null checks must
be performed as well as straight class comparisons between the expected type and actual type. Addi-
tionally, when comparing primitives in Java, it is important to account for autoboxing, where primitives
can be promoted or demoted to or from objects. Characters are also a special case with primitives,
since they can be used wherever an int can be used. When an object is expected, null can be used as
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a wild card. Additionally, object comparisons must consider polymorphism to account for inheritance
and implementations of interfaces.
4.3 Test Generation
Generating unit tests from specifications occurs though several steps: interpreting the meaning of the
specification, writing the test information to a file, and incorporating the state of the art techniques into
the tests to ensure that the tests run as quickly as possible while finding as many bugs as possible.
4.3.1 File Generation
The first step in generating a test file is to verify if a file with the same name already exists. If there
is a name clash, then the generated tests will be added to the bottom of the file in a section marked by
“/*Start generated tests*/” and “/*End generated tests*/”. Any changes the user makes in the section that
is marked by the previously mentioned comments will be overwritten during the next file generation;
however, anything that is not between those comments will not be changed or deleted. If a file does
not already exist then several additional steps are taken: file generation, adding header information,
and adding the test methods. The service handling the file I/O delegates to a second layer of services
to retrieve header information and test method information. Abstracting out these steps into multiple
layers allows for the services to be easily replaced to adapt the tool to meet the different needs of
different source languages and xUnit Frameworks. The Future Work chapter further discusses the idea
of adapting SPEST’s functionality to apply to other languages.
When generating the file, the main challenge is determining what package the test file should be
placed in. While the files could all be placed in the root of the test directory, SPEST follows the Apache
Software Foundation’s standard directory structure [16] and places the test file in the same package
structure as the source file with only the root packages differing.
For the scope of this thesis, a Java implementation was created to generate header information and
test method information. The header generator is responsible for determining all necessary imports
and declaring the class. The test method generator assumes the remaining responsibilities. During
test method generation, variables need to be declared, the method under test needs to be called, and
assertions need to be added. Declarations are needed for private variable access, private method value
access, parameters, and references to variables values from before the method is called. To ensure there
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are no compile time errors, these declarations must use generic information whenever available.
When assigning values to declarations, calls to a facade are used. The facade improves readability in
two ways: hiding implementation and reducing the need for excessive casting. The facade is responsible
for making calls into the SPEST internal services that are responsible for generating primitives and
objects. To reduce the amount of casting necessary, the facade uses generics at the method level so that
the caller does not need to cast the object that is returned. Once the necessary declarations are in place,
the next step is to decide how to insert the assertions.
4.3.2 Interpreting Specifications
Specifications can be broken down into preconditions and postconditions. These two groups are com-
posed of combinations of boolean expressions, logical branches, and quantifiers. Logical branches and
quantifiers act as boolean expressions, but require additional information for generation. Quantifiers are
boolean expressions that describe conditions over all elements of a given type while logical branches
describe conditions that must be true under given circumstances. A quantifier can be either a forall state-
ment or an exists statement. Forall implies that the assertions are true for every object of a given type.
Exists implies that the assertions are true for at least one object of a given type. Figure 4.2 illustrates a
high level break down of the specifications in SPEST.
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Figure 4.2: Structure of specifications
4.3.3 Writing Assertions from Specifications
Assertions should be as small as possible to allow developers to pin point the origin of failures in their
code. To reduce the size of assertions, boolean expressions that are joined by && are divided into
individual assertions. Conditional expressions are inserted as if-then-else statements; if the guard is met
one set of assertions will be run, otherwise, another set of assertions will be run. For specifications
involving the bidirectional implication operator, iff, the assertions are broken out into two if statements
that follow the previous rule. The two if statements represent a true implies true relationship and a false
implies false relationship.
Conditions for quantifiers depend on if the quantifier is a forall statement or exists statement. While
logically the two quantifiers can be transformed into each other, translating the quantifiers into one
format reduces the readability of the tests that are generated. When generating assertions for a forall
statement, SPEST adds a for-each loop that iterates over all of the objects in the quantified value set and
adds the assertions to the loop. For an exists statement, SPEST adds a boolean before adding a for-each
loop that iterates over all of the objects in the quantified value set, sets the value of the boolean to be the
current boolean value or the result of running the assertions, and after the end of the loop asserts that
the boolean is true.
Before the actual assertions can be written to the file, they must first be transformed. In order to
transform the expressions a Java Parser, the Java Expression Language (JEXL) [12], is used to tokenize
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the string, and then a visitor pattern is applied to each of the tokens. The transformation process in-
volves two steps: adding field access where necessary, and substituting the appropriate variable names
for the identifiers in the assertion. Field access needs to be added to the postconditions because the post-
conditions are written from the perspective of the object under test while they are evaluated from the
perspective of the test object. What this means is that to reference the value of a variable in the object,
the specification may only describe the field; however, in the test, the specification must describe the
field with relation to the test object. This step has two cases: the field is accessible through direct access
or the field has restricted access. If a field is public, then the field reference will have the identifier of
the test object prepended to it. If a field has restricted access, a call to a facade for reflexive access is
used to wrap the field’s identifier.
Variable names need to be substituted to ensure that variable declarations are unique for references
to the parameters’ identifiers. To guarantee unique names are used, SPEST declares the names of
parameters locally with unique identifiers. Subsequently, SPEST must map the names of the parameters
to these new names. This mapping must consider different scopes, described through the prefix this, as
well as method identifiers that can contain the same identifier. The tokenizer and visitor pattern applied
in the parser distinguish between shared field and method identifiers. If SPEST detects the this keyword,
then it will not apply the mapping to the identifier name because the name refers to a local variable and
not a parameter.
4.3.3.1 Verifying Specifications & Generated Test Cases
Because specifications serve as documentation, drive the parameter selection in tests, and specify what
assertions should be made in tests, verifying their correctness is essential to verifying the integrity of
the generated tests. Although verifying a tool that verifies source code is unintuitive, developers already
perform this task to manually verify that their hand written test cases meet their expectations.
Specifications can be verified through several different approaches. First, the specifications can be
compared against the source code. If there is an obvious discrepancy between what the specifications
describe and the behavior of the source code then the developer knows there is a problem in one of the
two elements. When the source code is not available or too complex to compare against the specifica-
tion, then evaluating the test file that is generated from the specification can provide developers with
additional information. Before the tests are run the developer can see their postconditions broken up into
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the smallest assertions possible. If the developer needs additional information then they can execute the
unit tests. Running the unit tests provides two pieces of additional information: restrictions on the input
parameters and verification of the described behavior of the code. While the test is running, developers
are able to see what inputs SPEST has generated. By seeing concrete values for input parameters, users
can quickly verify if their preconditions missed an edge case or did not include appropriate restrictions.
If running the tests results in an unexpected failure then developers can quickly identify a mismatch
between their specifications and their source code.
Verifying the specifications can be as difficult a process as verifying tests manually. If a developer’s
specifications are too weak, then the generated tests may not detect an error within the source code.
This is not a problem of SPEST but rather a fundamental challenge of verifying the behavior of code
in general. Developers looking to further their confidence in their tests should use additional external
metrics, such as code coverage or mutation scores, to evaluate how effective their tests are and identify
areas that may need to be strengthened.
4.3.4 Reducing Time & Complexity
SPEST generated tests should feel like a natural part of a developer’s test suite. To achieve this goal,
SPEST allows its tests to be inserted into a developer’s existing tests or new files to be generated as
previously discussed. Furthermore, the number of tests generated is bounded by the number of methods
in the source file. Test methods are named after the method they are testing with a number appended
to them to reduce the likelihood that they will conflict with a user’s own tests. All of the code in the
tests is formatted to use proper indentation and any extensive or complicated lines of code are hidden
behind facades that do casting or make more calls behind the scenes. By making the tests as readable
as possible, the user should be able to understand what caused the tests to fail, whether it was a poor
specification or an error in their code.
Predecessors to SPEST, JMLUnit and JMLUnitNG, have both failed to solve the problem of cre-
ating unit tests that are capable of running in a “reasonable amount of time”. JMLUnit struggled with
this problem because it exhaustively tested all data [52]. JMLUnitNG improved the inputs that were
used for testing but suffered even longer test completion times due to the overhead of generating data.
SPEST has takes two steps to limit the amount of time tests take to run: restricting the objects generated
to objects that will have the most meaningful impact [51] and the use of pairwise parameter selection
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Parameter Name Value 1 Value 2 Value 3 Value 4
Color Red Blue * *
Number 1 2 3 *
Description Broken In Progress Stable Perfect
Table 4.1: Example parameters and parameter ranges
[14].
When selecting objects for generation, SPEST selects data that represents edge cases, near edge
cases, and average values. While this approach can and will miss key inputs, it reveals a large portion
of user errors while significantly reducing the number of tests generated. Pairwise parameter selec-
tion is used to avoid the combinatorial nightmare of trying all combinations of parameters. Pairwise
parameter selection covers all combinations of two parameters rather than all combinations of all pa-
rameters. While pairwise covers only a fraction of all of the combinations, it has been found to have
comparable block coverage to exhaustively testing [14]. In a trial of an internal e-mail system, pairwise
combinations achieved 97% coverage of branches with less than 100 test cases, where exhaustive test-
ing would have required 27 trillion test cases. An example of pairwise generation is shown with the
parameter identifiers and their values in table 4.1, with the pairwise combinations in table 4.2, and the
full set of combinations in table 4.3. In this example the pairwise combinations results in only twelve
combinations to test while the exhaustive combination results in twenty four.
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Color Number Description
Red 1 Broken
Red 2 Stable
Red 3 Broken
Blue 1 Stable
Blue 2 Perfect
Blue 3 Perfect
Red 2 In Progress
Red 1 Perfect
Blue 1 In Progress
Blue 2 Broken
Red 3 In Progress
Red 3 Stable
Table 4.2: Pairwise combinations
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Color Number Description
Red 1 Broken
Red 1 In Progress
Red 1 Stable
Red 1 Perfect
Red 2 Broken
Red 2 In Progress
Red 2 Stable
Red 2 Perfect
Red 3 Broken
Red 3 In Progress
Red 3 Stable
Red 3 Perfect
Blue 1 Broken
Blue 1 In Progress
Blue 1 Stable
Blue 1 Perfect
Blue 2 Broken
Blue 2 In Progress
Blue 2 Stable
Blue 2 Perfect
Blue 3 Broken
Blue 3 In Progress
Blue 3 Stable
Blue 3 Perfect
Table 4.3: Exhaustive combinations
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4.3.5 Evaluating Preconditions
Before primitives and objects can be generated, a user’s preconditions need to be simplified to one of
two forms: identifier operator value, or methodInvocation(...). In order to simplify the expressions,
the Java Parser JEXL is used. JEXL is capable of evaluating basic arithmetic, indexing into arrays,
evaluating field access with context, and evaluating method invocations with context. The context used
in the field access and method invocations is a SPEST reflexive support tool that takes an instance of an
object, finds the corresponding field or method, and then uses that information to determine the value.
SPEST acquires the method objects through iterating over the methods within the object, both private
and public, and loosely comparing the parameter types parsed through JEXL to those in the method
signature. In this context, loose comparison means that the types provided by the parser could be one of
several types. For instance an int can be used in place of a double. As a result of the loose type checks,
the exact method that is invoked is not guaranteed; however, the tests remain deterministic because the
order in which the methods are searched will always remain the same across multiple invocations.
4.3.6 Data Generation
Data generation is broken into two major categories: primitives and objects. Primitives form the building
blocks for objects and are thus the source of variability for the data. Within each category, the data is
distinguished between arrays and non arrays. By default five test values are generated for each input
request; however, the API supports unbounded return sizes. If the constraints specified by the user
require specific values, only these values will be returned; otherwise, the values will represent the two
extremes of a value’s domain, the average of the maximum and the minimum, as well as two random
values inside the boundaries. Random values are created using a seeded random number generator, so
the values will be consistent across multiple runs of the tests. The boundaries are added to test edge
cases of the code while the average and random values test the average cases of the code. If any of
the values generated are banned by a user’s specifications, then the value will be removed and the next
logical number will be included.
For n-dimensional objects, such as arrays and collections, six objects of sizes: empty, 1, 8, 64,
512, 4096 are used to try cover cases of small to large data sets. Because these sizes represent the
total number of elements, the number of elements within each dimension of the n-dimensional object is
determined by taking the nth root of the total size at given level. For example, if the total size was 4096
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and the objects were being generated for a two-dimension array, then the dimensions of the array would
be 64 x 64. These sizes were chosen because they allow for maximum data variance while maintaining
the performance that is generally expected from unit tests.
4.3.6.1 Primitive
Primitives are broken down into two categories for generation: numbers and booleans. Because charac-
ters can be interpreted as integers, they are grouped with the numbers category. This distinction is made
because of how the preconditions for this data are interpreted. For numeric primitives, the preconditions
are parsed to find the bounds, the required values, and the banned values. Because the preconditions
have been simplified before this point to the form identifier operator value or method invocation, the pre-
conditions can be parsed by splitting the string around the operator, if one is present, and using switch
statements based on the operator or storing the method invocation. For example, the string “x < 5”
would yield the constraint that the maximum inclusive value of x is four. If two constraints conflict with
each other, then a warning is logged and the last condition will be used. The current implementation
of SPEST does not interpret the preconditions for booleans; however, this lack of functionality is not
likely to hinder the developer since there will most likely not be any restrictions on the two options for
booleans.
4.3.6.2 Objects
The object generation algorithm is built to take any kind of class specification and return an object of
that type. The class specification can be an interface, abstract class, or a class that can be instantiated.
The objects generated must fulfill two requirements: compliance and variety. Compliant objects must
abide by the preconditions in the SPEST specifications and abide by whatever minimum form their
default constructors require. Variety is needed to ensure that a reasonable test space is covered. SPEST
does not claim to cover even a significant portion of all possible objects but instead defines a set of
representative values and edge-case values for primitives and recursively builds objects from those.
The first step when instantiating the class, is finding a class that is assignable from the target class
and can be instantiated. If target class can be instantiated, then the class will be used. If the class
is an interface or an abstract class, then an assignable class that can be instantiated is found from a
developer’s classpath. ArrayLists are prioritized for Collections and HashMaps are prioritized for Maps
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because there are often implementations of these interfaces that have limited or undesired functionality
in the classpath.
When instantiating the object, SPEST uses different approaches depending on the type of object.
Each of the different instantiation approaches use a seed to ensure a unique value will be generated. If
the seed used for generation is greater than the maximum number of objects of that type, then the seed
mod the maximum number of elements will be used. For enumerations, SPEST does not instantiate
the object but instead pulls values from the enumeration using its implicit T[] values() method. Col-
lections and Maps are constructed using the default constructor if available or through one of the other
constructors otherwise. Native Java objects are constructed by indexing the constructors in the object
and using the seed to select the constructor. User objects are constructed using the constructor with
the fewest parameters and modified after construction. Strings are a special case and are pulled from
a user accessible and modifiable dictionary. The default dictionary for Strings is a subset of the most
commonly used passwords from 2015.
Once a default map or collection is generated it has to be populated. Collections and maps are
treated as n-dimension data structures and so their sizes are predetermined as previously mentioned.
The objects that are used to populate the collections and maps are recursively generated.
For a user defined object, the fields of the object are inspected and the maximum number of objects
or primitives for each field type are recursively determined. The maximum number of unique objects
or primitives able to be generated for each field is the amount each field can contribute to the variety of
the object being generated. A list of these amounts is constructed for the new object’s fields, thereby
characterizing the new object’s potential variety. The boundaries that are calculated are used when
determining the current value of the seed. Once the seed is determined, a value for each field is recur-
sively determined if the field is an object, or a value is assigned from the primitive generator described
previously.
At its current stage of development, SPEST only partially fulfills the compliance requirement.
Object generation does not yet respect preconditions describing nested objects; however, preconditions
are respected for primitives and non nested fields. Variety is supported for primitives, objects, arrays,
and Java’s data structures.
While generating objects, if a recursive field or constructor is encountered, the object generator
will use the variable seed used to vary objects in SPEST to determine the depth of the deepest recursive
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field to prevent infinite loops. Furthermore, the object generation algorithm may not generate objects
that provide full branch coverage. In both of these cases, as well as when the user has specific inputs
that they believe should be tested, SPEST provides a work around to inject data into the methods being
run in a particular test class. This approach can potentially affect all test methods in the class that are
using objects of the injected type though. If a user’s needs are still not met by the workaround then the
developer can add a supplementary unit test that provides the desired functionality.
4.3.7 Quantifier Evaluation
Universal quantifiers are extremely powerful tools because they allow developers to describe relations
that encapsulate all objects of a given type. These tools enable developers to create stronger executable
specifications that can serve as test oracles. Because the data being described can be unbounded, uni-
versal quantifiers also allow developers to describe the behavior of their code very precisely without
worrying about the limitations the hardware would impose on the source code.
Because the number of objects that can be generated for a given class is only limited by the hard-
ware, an artificial limitation must be imposed on the objects that are used in the quantified set of values.
To limit the number of objects generated for the quantifiers input sets while also providing the largest
set of objects to use for a universal quantifier, SPEST caches all of the objects that are dynamically
generated in the generated unit tests and uses these as its quantified value set. SPEST is thereby able
to maintain a quantified value set without making the unit tests run indefinitely or until they hit the
memory limitations of the hardware. If a minimum number of objects, by default 1000, has not been
generated, SPEST will attempt to generate at least the minimum number of objects before continuing.
This number was chosen to prevent tests that fail to cover an appropriate range of values while also pre-
venting too many objects from being generated for complex data structures such as maps and lists that
can contain thousands of additional references to other complex objects that also need to be generated.
To ensure that all objects have been built before the quantified value sets are able to run their assertions,
all unit tests are run twice using a custom test runner. On the first pass the test runner ignores all failures
while all of the objects are being cached. On the second pass, the runner runs the unit tests through the
standard JUnit version 4 test runner.
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Chapter 5
Demonstration of SPEST’s Capabilities
SPEST offers a diverse set of services to help developers improve the quality of their code including
generating test files and generating parameter data. Because of the different natures of the keywords in
SPEST’s syntax, the unit tests that are generated can be composed of different logical structures as well
as helper variable declarations. This chapter describes how SPEST interprets users’ specifications in
order to create flexible unit tests and the techniques used to help reduce the runtime of large parameter
sets.
5.1 Creating the Test File
If a test file with the name of the source file appended with the word “Test” does not already exist under
the user specified test directory a new file will be created with the appropriate package structure, imports,
class declaration, a JUnit 4 setup method for the user to interact with, and a setup method that only
SPEST should interact with. This file also contains information that is used to identify preconditions,
and test the source file. Figure 5.1a shows an empty class object that was used to generate tests with
SPEST, and figure 5.1b shows the results of generating a test file from the source.
If a test file with the name of the source file appended with “Test” already exists under the user
specified test directory, the file will be modified to include all of the original content as well as test
information and methods generated by SPEST. Figure 5.2a shows a class with two sample methods,
that have SPEST specifications associated with them. A test file with hand written test methods was
created and is shown in figure 5.2b and the SPEST modified version of the same file can be seen in
figure 5.3.
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(a) Java file with no methods
(b) SPEST generated test with no test methods
Figure 5.1: Creating a new test file
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(a) Java file with SPEST comments
(b) Existing test file
44
Figure 5.3: SPEST generated test interacting with existing test file
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5.2 Interpreting Specifications
The figures shown below illustrate how different specifications are translated into unit tests by SPEST.
Figure 5.4 shows the class and its associated fields that will be used to show the results of translating
specifications into tests. The figures below containing test methods generated in SPEST do not show
the class package, imports, and declaration for brevity; however, this information is present in the test
files that are generated.
Figure 5.5a shows a Java method with an associated SPEST specification. The specification shown
in the figure has two parts, but this example focuses on the precondition that is denoted by the PRE:
keyword. This precondition specifies that the input to the method under test must be in the exclusive
range of 45 to 100. Figure 5.5b shows the SPEST generated test method from the precondition method
in figure 5.5a. Inside the generated code, the values for the parameter are generated at runtime which
allows the values to be dynamically updated without regenerating the tests. Table 5.1 shows the SPEST
generated values used to test the method. All of the values shown in table 5.1 are within the precondition
defined boundaries.
Figure 5.6a shows a Java method with a simple postcondition. The specification asserts that the
value in publicField1 will be less than the value in publicField2 after the method under test has been
run. Figure 5.6b shows the SPEST generated test method from the basicPostConditions method in figure
5.6a. The postcondition is tested in a JUnit 4 assertion statement. If the assertions successfully complete,
then the setup method is called to ensure that the data is properly reset before the next parameter is
selected.
Figure 5.4: Sample object for specification translations
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(a) Example method with a precondition restricting a parameter
(b) Example test method with preconditions respected
Figure 5.5: Example method with preconditions and SPEST generated test
Parameter Identifier: Type Value 1 Value 2 Value 3 Value 4 Value 5
parameter int 66 98 99 73 46
Table 5.1: SPEST generated primitives respecting preconditions
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(a) Example method with a postcondition
(b) Example test method with postcondition tested
Figure 5.6: Example method with a postcondition and SPEST generated test
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(a) Example method with multiple postconditions
(b) Example test method with postconditions tested
Figure 5.7: Example method with postconditions and SPEST generated test
Figure 5.7a shows a Java method with multiple boolean expressions contained within a postcon-
dition. Figure 5.7b shows the SPEST generated test method from the complexConditions method in
figure 5.7a. The postcondition is broken up into two assertions to aid the developer with identification
of the source of the problem. In general postconditions containing “&&”ed boolean expressions will be
divided into individual expressions for JUnit 4 assertions.
Figure 5.8a shows a Java method with a reference to the value of a member variable before the test
method is run and the value of a member variable after the test method is run within a postcondition.
Figure 5.8b shows the SPEST generated test method from the increment method in figure 5.8a. In this
example, publicField1´ refers to the value of publicField1 after the test method is run while the identifier
publicField1, without the prime, refers to the value before the method is run. In the generated code, the
value of the field is stored before the method under test is run and the stored value is compared to the
value of the field after the method is run.
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(a) Example method with old and prime notation
(b) Example test method using old vs. prime notation
Figure 5.8: Example method with old and prime notations and SPEST generated test
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(a) Example method with private field references
(b) Example test method with private fields referenced
Figure 5.9: Example method with private fields referenced and SPEST generated test
Figure 5.9a shows a Java method with a postcondition describing a field that can not be directly
accessed from the object because of Java’s access control and the private modifier on the field. Figure
5.9b shows the SPEST generated test method from the accessRestrictions method in figure 5.9a. In this
example, privateField1 refers to a private field. In the generated code, Java’s reflection is used to bypass
the access restrictions to allow the value of the private field to be compared.
Figure 5.10a shows a Java method with the return keyword contained within a postcondition. Figure
5.10b shows the SPEST generated test method from the returnKeyword method in figure 5.10a. The
SPEST generated test declares a variable of the same type as the return and stores the return value when
the method under test is called. The return keyword in the assertion is replaced with the variable name
to avoid a keyword conflict with the source language.
Figure 5.11a shows a Java method using the conditional syntax within a postcondition. Figure
5.11b shows the SPEST generated test method from the conditionalStatements method in figure 5.11a.
The SPEST generated test maintains a user’s conditional logic flow when adding the assertions to the
unit tests.
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(a) Example method using “return” keyword in a postcondition
(b) Example test method referencing the return value of the method
Figure 5.10: Example method with the return value of the method referenced and SPEST gener-
ated test
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(a) Example method using if-then-else conditional in a postcondition
(b) Example test method with conditional assertions
Figure 5.11: Example method with conditional assertions and SPEST generated test
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Figure 5.12a shows a Java method using the bidirectional conditional syntax within a postcondi-
tion. Figure 5.12b shows the SPEST generated test method from the bidirectionalConditional method
in figure 5.12a. The SPEST generated test translates the bidirectional conditionals into two smaller
conditionals which test both the assertion and its negation.
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(a) Example method using if and only if conditional in a postcondition
(b) Example test method with split-up bidirectional conditional assertions
Figure 5.12: Example method with bidirectional conditional and SPEST generated test
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Figure 5.13a shows a Java method using the universal quantifier forall syntax within a postcon-
dition. Figure 5.13b shows the SPEST generated test method from the forallSorting method in figure
5.13a. The SPEST generated test verifies the users assertions for every value in the range of values.
Figure 5.14a shows a Java method using the universal quantifier exists syntax within a postcon-
dition. Figure 5.14b shows the SPEST generated test method from the existsSorting method in figure
5.14a. The SPEST generated test verifies the users assertions for every value in the range of values.
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(a) Example method using the universal quantifier forall in a postcondition
(b) Example method testing assertions over a range
Figure 5.13: Example method with forall and SPEST generated test
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(a) Example method using the universal quantifier exists in a postcondition
(b) Example method testing assertions over a range
Figure 5.14: Example method with exists and SPEST generated test
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Figure 5.15a shows a Java method with a variety of parameter types to be generated in the unit tests.
Figure 5.15b shows the SPEST generated test method from the primitiveParameterGeneration method
in figure 5.15a. The SPEST generated test is responsible for generating a variety of values for each
variable type and using pairwise combinations to test the source method. Table 5.2a shows the values
of the primitive fields, table 5.2b shows a summary of the values of the one dimensional int array, and
table 5.2c shows a summary of the two dimensional int arrays that were used to test the source method.
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(a) Example method with primitive parameters
(b) Example test method with primitive parameter generation
Figure 5.15: Example method with primitive parameters and SPEST generated test
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Identifier: Type Value 1 Value 2 Value 3 Value 4 Value 5
integer Integer -2147483648 -1895150792 -1 803433912 2147483647
doub Double -9.2233E18 0.0 6.5190E18 9.1977E18 9.2233E18
str String “.ch” “0000000009” “00001122” “000111english” “000495”
(a) Primitive parameter values for the SPEST generated method primitveParameterGenerationTest
Value
Index
Number of El-
ements
Value
1 0 {}
2 1 {-2147483648}
3 8 {2147483648, -1, 2147483647, 1061358870, 2047401661, -383127425, -1994955876, -2147483648}
4 64 {-2147483648, -1, -2015498915, -88857804, 2147483647, 914471808, -1495853356, -1715130815, . . .}
5 512 {-2147483648, -1, 1801597794, 2147483647, 382596815, -674427959, -832294302, 813993101, . . .}
6 4096 {-2147483648, -1, 2147483647, -1965888813, 373880394, 1171047886, -1842515410, 1151272091, . . .}
(b) int[] parameter values for the SPEST generated method primitveParameterGenerationTest
Value
Index
Dimensions Value
1 0 x 0 {}
2 1 x 1 {{-2147483648}}
3 2 x 2 {{2147483648, -1}, {2147483647, 940588298}}
4 8 x 8 {{2147483648, -1, 795703405, 2147483647, 467423069, 847867402, 1446586685, -718984542}, . . .}
5 22 x 22 {{-2147483648, -1, 2147483647, -177841822, -1441246691, 875574326, -2118676048, -914239098 . . . }, . . .}
6 64 x 64 {{-2147483648, -271700018, -1, 1613021220, 883004577, 2147483647, -1549663327, -1368420758 . . .}, . . .}
(c) int[][] parameter values for the SPEST generated method primitveParameterGenerationTest
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Figure 5.16a shows a Java method with a variety of complex parameter types to be generated in
the unit tests. Figure 5.16b shows the SPEST generated test method from the complexObjects method
in figure 5.16a. The SPEST generated test is responsible for generating a variety of values for each
variable type and using pairwise combinations to test the source method. Table 5.3a shows the values
of the fields in the Translation parameter, table 5.3b shows a summary of the values assigned to the
Collection parameter, and table 5.3c shows a summary of the values assigned to the Map that were used
to test the source method.
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(a) Example method with complex object parameters
(b) Example test method with complex object parameter generation
Figure 5.16: Example method with primitive parameters and SPEST generated test
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Identifier: Type Value 1 Value 2 Value 3 Value 4 Value 5
publicField1 int -2147483648 -1 2147483647 2147483647 1151142463
publicField2 Double -2147483648 -1 2147483647 2147483647 1165280315
recursiveField Translations object reference object reference object reference object reference object reference
privateField1 int -2147483648 -1 2147483647 2147483647 -1522510788
(a) Translation parameter values for SPEST generated complexObjectTest
Value
Index
Number of El-
ements
Value in the Collection
1 0
2 1 -9.223372036854776E18
3 8 -9.223E18, 0.0, 9.2233E18, 9.2233E18, -8.6565E18, 7.1460E18, -2.7698E18, -2.9974E18
4 64 -9.2233E18, 0.0, 9.2233E18, -7.7257E18, 2.0269E18, 5.39307E18, -3.8164, -4.1342E18. . .
5 512 -9.2233E18, 0.0, 9.2233E18, 8.3064E18, -5.4999E18, -8.9274E18, -6.5830E18, -7.2955E18. . .
6 4096 -9.2233E18, 4.6083E18, 9.2233E18, -4.7937E18, 4.3043E18, 8.1423E18, -2.0471E18, 7.8022E18 . . .
(b) Collection parameter values for SPEST generated complexObjectTest
Value
Index
Number of El-
ements
Key → Values
1 0
2 1 2147483648 → false
3 2 -2147483648 → false, -1 → true
4 8 -2147483648 → false, -1 → true, 2147483647 → true, -1324622472 → true, 2036353400 → true . . .
5 22 -2147483648 → false, -1 → true, 2147483647 → true, 598260777 → true, 592176364 → true . . .
6 64 -2147483648 → false, -1 → true, 2147483647 → true, -566264002 → true, 430549315 → true . . .
(c) Map parameter values for SPEST generated complexObjectTest
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Chapter 6
Experimental Validation & Results
Two experiments were designed to validate SPEST’s ability to reduce effort spent on testing, the read-
ability of the generated tests, and the quality of SPEST generated tests. This chapter describes the
experiments used to validate SPEST’s contributions, the results collected from the experiments, and
analyzes the significance of the results. The experimental subjects were students in Software Engineer-
ing courses taught at Cal Poly university during the time period of September 2014 through December
2015.
6.1 Reducing effort spent on testing with SPEST
This section describes the experimental setup used to compare SPEST’s understandability to JML and
SPEST’s ability to reduce the effort required by developers to write unit tests as well as the results from
the experiment.
6.1.1 Experimental Setup
To assess the effort of generating tests through SPEST, SPEST generated tests were compared against
hand written tests that used JML as a specification language. SPEST was not compared against the state
of the art black-box test generation tool for Java, JMLUnitNG, because the tool was unable to be run
on the students’ projects due to the version of Java used. In this experiment, hand written unit tests
that used JML as a specification language were compared to tests generated entirely by SPEST. Since
the quality of specification generated tests is based on the quality of specifications, student-written Java
classes that met both of the following criteria were used:
1. the specifications were well specified, based on human inspection
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2. the specifications were well tested, based on code coverage
Tests were written by students who were a mixture of Software Engineering students and Computer
Science students in their third, fourth, and fifth years of school. The SPEST generated files were gener-
ated from translations of the JML specifications to SPEST specifications using the conversion procedure
in appendix B.
To quantitatively measure the effort required, the test efficiency ratio was used to compare the two
sets of tests. The test efficiency ratio was defined as the ratio of line coverage to the number of lines of
code written. The line coverage of a Java file is the ratio of the number of lines of source code that were
executed while running unit tests to the total number of executable lines of code in the source code.
For SPEST the number of lines was calculated as the number of lines containing a SPEST keyword or
a boolean expression within a SPEST comment. For the Hand Written tests, the number of lines was
counted from the number of lines in the test file. The test files used to count lines were formatted to
remove all blank lines and comments. The line coverage was calculated using the line coverage metrics
tool built into IntelliJ version 14. While the test efficiency ratio is a non-standard metric, it was found
to be the most meaningful measurement for comparing data from the limited input set.
To ensure the tests SPEST generated were meaningful, the number of false negatives produced in
SPEST were recorded for each test file generated. A false negative test result was defined as a unit
test that failed due to error within the SPEST framework and not due to an error within a developer’s
source code or a developer’s assertions. Generated assertions may fail due to lack of preconditions to
describe the structures of objects or false postconditions that do not properly describe the behavior of
the functionality under test. Faults that were the result of incomplete or incorrect specifications were
not included in this data sample. The percent of false negative test results represents the number of unit
tests that were false negatives out of the total number of unit tests within a generated test class. If a
test was unable to be run due to a compilation error, then all of its methods were considered to have
resulted in false negatives. The number of false negatives was calculated by running the tests generated
by SPEST and manually verifying and counting each failed assertion.
6.1.2 Results and Analysis
The experiment was conducted to answer the question does SPEST outperform the Java Modeling Lan-
guage in effort required to write/generate tests from the specifications. This was measured quantitively
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Figure 6.1: Sample File vs. Efficiency Ratio
as a function of test metrics and manual verification of the results of running the tests. There was also
a qualitative assessment of SPEST in the form of a survey of students’ opinions of how the tool helped
them understand their programs.
Figure 6.1 shows the relationship between the number of lines written to generate a given percent-
age of line coverage. A higher ratio indicates that a developer can write less code and still get large
amounts of coverage while a lower ratio shows that a developer must write more code to get large
amounts of coverage. The results vary from file to file with SPEST having a higher test efficiency than
the hand written tests in all but one test case. In the test case where SPEST did not outperform the hand
written tests, SPEST was unable to compile the original file and so it was also unable to generate any
tests.
The results of the Efficiency Ratio vs. File in figure 6.1 show that in the average case SPEST
is as efficient or much more efficient than the hand written tests. In the case where SPEST failed to
outperform the hand written tests, the file DiffFilter.java, the SPEST parser was unable to interpret the
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file and so no tests were generated.
The efficiency metric was highly dependent on the number of methods within each test case. In the
cases where SPEST was much more efficient, the files had very few methods. This is likely because
SPEST was able to create a lot of template code and still maintain high line coverage for the small
number of tests. In larger files that have more methods, the hand written tests become nearly as efficient
as the SPEST generated tests because the amount of code needed to setup the unit tests represents a
smaller portion of the file. These results show that SPEST can help developers write less code to test
their systems which reduces the potential for human error and is very effective at reducing the amount
of effort needed, especially early in development.
In all cases where SPEST’s efficiency was as good or better than the hand written tests, the tests
generated by SPEST tests are robust to changes within the source code. The tests SPEST generated
require less effort to maintain than the hand written tests since the effort needed to refactor is reduced
by the tests dynamically generating the parameters to the methods under test and the member variables
within those objects. In the cases where SPEST was able to successfully generate tests, the SPEST
tests are the better choice for regression tests since they are less likely to break when code is refactored.
In the cases that the hand written tests were nearly as efficient as the SPEST generated tests, the hand
written tests are better at targeting individual bugs and providing more precise feedback about known
edge cases.
Figure 6.2 shows the number of errors that occurred while running the unit tests produced by
SPEST. Errors were the result of internal faults in the tool and not the result of the specifications used to
generate the test or the tests themselves. 25“%” of the samples contained one or more false negatives.
The results in Figure 6.2 are less conclusive. In the majority of the tests, there were no false
negatives. In the few files there were false negatives, the false negatives made generated tests unusable.
The leading causes of the false negatives in order of commonness were an infinite loop in the tool, a null
pointer exception while the tool was generating objects to test with, and a compilation error preventing
the tests from being run. These false negatives contaminated the developer’s results by failing unit tests;
however, the false negatives are clearly the fault of the SPEST tool as indicated by the warnings and
exceptions. Since the tests either resulted in no false negatives or resulted in warnings and errors that
clearly indicated SPEST was the source of the error, the false negatives are not a prohibitive barrier to
the use of the tool, but do show one aspect where the hand written tests are more effective. The hand
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Figure 6.2: “%” False Negative Test Results
written tests are more consistent and offer the developer more control since they can correct any false
negatives within their own tests and are not subject to bugs within a third party tool.
Figure 6.3 shows the survey questions asked of students at the end of the two-quarter sequences for
JML and SPEST. The letter L was substituted with JML or SPEST. The free form responses can be seen
in appendix C.1 and appendix C.2.
Table 6.1 shows the results of asking students about their experience using both JML and SPEST
as a specification language. The results show that there was no significant difference between students
Question: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
JML: Mean 2.68 2.72 2.52 2.84 2.96 2.92 2.64
SPEST: Mean 2.45 2.77 2.91 2.77 2.86 2.59 2.77
JML: Std Dev 1.22 1.4 1.29 1.43 1.17 1.15 1.19
SPEST: Std Dev 0.96 1.11 1.15 1.07 1.17 0.85 0.92
Significant? No No No No No No No
Table 6.1: Statistical summary of survey results
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1. Using L for formal specification helped me understand the programs I developed, better than if L
had not been used.
2. The L specifications written by my teammates helped me understand the intended behavior of the
code.
3. When using L, I had to write additional support code that I would not have written if L had not
been used.
4. Using L helped with the development of unit tests for the programs I wrote.
5. As a language, L was easy to understand.
6. The L compilation tools were easy to use.
7. The L documentation was useful.
8. Describe your experience and any problems you encountered wile using L. (Response here is
optional free-form text.)
Figure 6.3: Survey of the usefulness and understandability of SPEST
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using SPEST and students using JML.
The survey results shown in figure 6.1 did not meet expectations but are still promising. The
students’ free response answers, seen in appendix C.2, reveal two notable problems with SPEST: lack
of documentation and the tool was not fully implemented. JML has been around for years, with dozens
of developers working on the language and associated tools. During JML’s development a combination
of community questions and documentation were built up and are available as resources to students.
SPEST is still in its beta stages of development, so while there is basic documentation on the tool, the
documentation is still being developed and there is not a community asking and answering questions
yet. The free responses for JML, seen in figure C.1 were less conclusive but generally revealed that
students felt using the tool did not provide any concrete value. Despite the problems with SPEST, there
was still no statistically significant difference when comparing responses to JML. Furthermore, SPEST
successfully addressed one of the complaints that students had with JML by providing concrete value
in the form of unit tests to students.
6.2 Readability of Generated Tests
This section describes the experimental setup used to compare SPEST’s readability to highly readable
hand written tests and JMLUnit generated tests as well as the results from the experiment.
6.2.1 Experimental Setup
To assess the readability of SPEST generated tests, SPEST generated tests were compared against hand
written tests from well established testing developers as well tests generated by JMLUnit. The hand
written tests were hand selected to correspond to areas of interest within SPEST’s test generation pro-
cess. When multiple sample tests were found for a given area of interest, the number of references to the
source as well as the number of publications from the author were used to select the best candidate. The
tests were collected from publications, educational websites, and from documentation from tools with
similar capabilities. SPEST was not compared against the state of the art black-box test generation tool
for Java, JMLUnitNG, because the tool had no meaningful examples of generated test code nor could
any tests be created using the tool. Because readability is highly subjective, 134 students were asked to
compare the readability of code from the different sources using the following scale:
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1. A is far more readable
2. A is slightly more readable
3. A & B are equally readable
4. B is slightly more readable
5. B is far more readable
A and B in the scale refer to a segment of code from either SPEST or from an alternative source. Stu-
dents were not told which of the sources were generated using SPEST and which were from alternative
sources. Additionally, students were not provided with a definition for readability but were instead
instructed to use their own judgement about what it means based on their programming experience.
Appendix D shows the instructions provided to students as well as the segments of code used within the
survey.
To ensure that the order the segments of code were presented in did not affect students’ opinions
of readability, the order in which the sources were presented was swapped intermittently throughout the
survey and two different surveys were given to ensure that the order the questions were presented in did
not influence students’ decisions.
To gain a greater understanding of what students found more and less readable, the survey was
designed to include questions that covered the following topics:
1. Testing all possibilities
2. Testing using pairwise parameter selection
3. Testing boundary cases
4. Testing with generic data
5. Testing a private method
6. Java Modeling Language Unit generated code
To understand how much of the variability was the result of students’ opinions and not the result
of the different sources of code, two of the six questions compared two samples of code from the same
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Comparison Type Average Interpretation
Control 1 -0.45 Baseline variability in students responses to readability ques-
tions.
Control 2 -0.32 Baseline variability in students responses to readability ques-
tions.
Exhaustive -1.21 The alternative source is slightly to far more readable than
SPEST’s code.
Pairwise -1.01 The alternative source is slightly more readable than
SPEST’s code.
Reflection -0.56 The alternative source is equally to slightly more readable to
SPEST’s code.
JML 0.65 SPEST’s code is equally to slightly more readable than the
alternative code.
Table 6.2: Summary of code readability survey results
source. The two control questions compared non SPEST generated code to non SPEST generated code
as well as SPEST generated code to SPEST generated code.
This experiment was designed under the advice of Andrew Schaffner from the Cal Poly statistics
department. Consultations with Mr. Schaffner led to the decisions to use two control questions, a Likert
scale, and the organization of the different versions of the survey[1].
6.2.2 Results and Analysis
Table 6.2 shows a summary of the results of the code readability survey. The first two rows came from
the same source and ideally would have had an average of 0. The first two rows also show the average
variability amongst students responses to code readability questions. A positive average indicates that
SPEST was more readable than the alternative source and a negative response indicates that the alter-
native source was more readable than SPEST. The magnitude of the average indicates how much more
readable one source was compared to the other.
The results shown in table 6.2 identify several different areas that lead to different test generation
paths. Ideally SPEST would be as readable or more readable than the handwritten tests; however, the
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results show that SPEST still needs to improve in several areas.
The largest observed gap in readability occurred when comparing SPEST generated exhaustive
tests to hand written exhaustive tests. The main difference between the two sets of source code was
that the generated tests had to rely on branch logic and loops to iterate over all the data while the hand
written test avoided any logical structures and enumerated all possibilities by hand. The next largest
difference in averages was between the sources for pairwise test generation. Two primary differences
between the two samples of code in this case was that SPEST generated tests had several additional
variable declarations and used generic names, such as param x, for each of the variables while the hand
written tests were as minimal as possible. The average difference for test code that involved reflexive
access to a private method showed only a small difference in the readability. Despite the small average
difference, the samples of code for this area were very different; the hand written code was far more
verbose and included additional comments that explained each of the exceptions that could be thrown
while the SPEST generated code hid the exceptions. These results show different aspects of readability
within code that students prefer and suggest a path forward for improving the readability of SPEST
generated code.
While SPEST is still less readable than hand written tests, the results show SPEST is more readable
than its predecessor JMLUnit. While the average difference between SPEST and JMLUnit generated
tests is less than the average difference between SPEST and hand written tests, this is still a promising
result. Due to constraints on the format the survey was presented, JMLUnit generated tests may have
received inflated readability scores because only a subsection of one file was shown to users despite the
JMLUnit generating several test files for every source file.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
The focus of this thesis has been a test generation tool to facilitate faster development of unit tests
that are able to adapt as a user’s specifications change. Demonstrations of the tool’s functionality were
presented, as was a detailed review of the tool’s design and implementation.
7.1 Summary of Contributions
The specific contributions of this thesis are:
1. The design and implementation of a specification language and black-box test generation tool.
2. The design and implementation of a dynamic object generator that is capable of respecting users
specifications.
3. Demonstration of how the execution of SPEST can transform users specifications into executable
unit tests.
4. A thorough discussion of how to create artificial limits when generating sets of data have no
inherent boundary, in particular for creating limits on the sets of quantified values for unbounded
quantifier expressions, thereby allowing unbounded quantifiers to be finitely executable.
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Chapter 8
Future Work
The following sections describe potential future work, which could involve creating a SPEST plugin
for major IDE, improving the object generation algorithm used to create the parameters for the methods
under test, preserving test parameters for regression testing, reducing the number of false negatives pro-
duced when running SPEST generated tests, and expanding SPEST’s syntax and generation capabilities
to include additional tools in the source language. Additional research will also be necessary to assess
the best development efforts for the tool.
8.1 SPEST as a Plugin
SPEST is currently designed to be used as a stand alone tool. Incorporating the tool into major IDEs
would reduce the amount of information users need to provide and reduce the learning curve associated
with using the tool. The plugins would be used to add a validation button and a generation button
directly into the IDE so that developers could run these services as easily as they compile their source
code. Integration with the IDE would also allow for direct syntax highlighting to show users what
compilation errors they have with their specifications.
8.2 Advancing the Object Generation Tool
Currently, the object generation algorithm is able to successfully generate objects in its current state,
but does not test to see if the objects constructed meet all of the preconditions associated with it. This
will require that objects be generated and filtered in a repeating process until there are enough generated
objects that meet a user’s preconditions or there are no more possible combinations of member variables.
Additionally, when the object generation pulls objects that have already been created from the cache,
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there is no guarantee of variance among the objects. To ensure variance, objects must be “scored” based
on the variance amongst their fields so that the most representative data set will be selected. The scoring
mechanism must be able to reflexively compare the fields of two objects of the same type.
8.3 Persisting Test Information
Because test parameters are retrieved from the user accessible object cache, there is no guarantee that
the same inputs will be used between multiple execution of the unit tests when the cache changes. As a
result of potential variability the inputs that failed when tests were run should be preserved. In order to
preserve the failing test inputs for regression purposes, SPEST must perform two additional steps. First,
when a SPEST unit test fails, the state of all of the parameters and the method that failed must be stored
to an external file. The data can be persisted as JSON, XML, or any other data storage format. Second,
when test file containing SPEST tests is generated, an additional test method must be created that will
load the files containing information about the failing tests and the test methods that should be invoked.
8.4 Improving Stability
Reducing the number of false negatives will require further testing of the tool to ensure that internal
errors are handled gracefully and do not contaminate a developer’s tests. Many of the tools internal
problems stem from a lack of sample data to test with. Finding or creating a large sample of code
containing specifications will allow better testing and help the tool to become more robust. In addition
to the development efforts, more research needs to be conducted to determine the best use for the tool
and ultimately shape the way the tool is developed. Future studies should further this research by
assessing alternative means for generating data as well as alternative means to bounding unbounded
data sets. A large amount of raw data was gathered from the Fall 2015 307 class and can be used as a
data set for future studies.
8.5 Expanding Capabilities
While SPEST currently offers developers most of the tools that they could need to create meaningful
unit tests, SPEST currently lacks support for exceptional behavior. Exceptions are part of most modern
development languages and ensuring that they are thrown when the correct inputs are passed in and that
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their behavior matches expectations is an essential part of testing. To support this feature in SPEST,
three sets of changes will need to be implemented: updating the syntax checker to identify exceptional
syntax, updating the type checker to verify that objects used as exceptions are of the appropriate type,
and updating the test generator to include additional information to check for specific exceptions being
thrown.
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Appendix A
ANTLR Grammar
This chapter includes the tokens, lexer, and parser grammar rules used to generate the syntax for SPEST
in ANTLR 3.
A.1 Syntax
Figure A.1 shows a list of the tokens, the most basic building blocks of the grammar, used to build the
syntax checker for SPEST.
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Figure A.1: Tokens used to define SPEST’s syntax
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Figures A.2 and A.3 show a list of the lexer rules used to build the syntax checker for SPEST.
These rules represent more complex tokens that can be defined from other tokens as well as regular
expressions.
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Figure A.2: Lexer rules used to define SPEST’s syntax
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Figure A.3: Lexer rules used to define SPEST’s syntax
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Figures A.4a, A.4b, A.5, A.6, A.7, A.8, A.9, A.10, and A.11 show graphical representations of the
key parsing rules used to build the syntax checker for SPEST and build the abstract syntax tree.
(a) SPEST comment block syntax
(b) SPEST comment block syntax (Continued)
Figure A.4: Parser rules describing comments that contain preconditions and postconditions.
Figure A.5: Parser rules describing an expression
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Figure A.6: Parser rules describing logical joining of boolean expressions
Figure A.7: Parser rules describing low precedence arithmetic operators
Figure A.8: Parser rules describing high precedence arithmetic operators
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Figure A.9: Parser rules describing unary operators
Figure A.10: Parser rules describing selection rules for identifying member variables or primitive
data
Figure A.11: Parser rules describing primitive data and subexpressions
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Appendix B
JML to SPEST Conversion
The following instructions explain the steps taken to convert JML comments to SPEST comments. For
each JML comment follow the steps below to create SPEST comments:
1. Replace the /*@ and @*/ surrounding the jml comment with /** and **/
2. Replace “requires” with “PRE:”
3. Replace “ensures” with “POST:”
4. Replace “/result” with “return”
5. Replace “/sum Type name; [boolean expression]; boolean expression;” with true a. /sum is cur-
rently unsupported in SPEST
6. Replace “forall Type t; genericList.contains(t); assertions with t” with “forall(Integer index; index
¡ list.size; index++; assertions”
7. Replace “exists Type t; genericList.contains(t); assertions with t” with “exists(Integer index; index
¡ list.size; index++; assertions”
8. Replace “\forall body” with “forall( body )”
9. Replace “\exists body” with “exists( body )”
10. Remove foralls and exists that have no assertions
11. Replace “exists” with “!forall”
12. Replace “x ==> y” with “if(x) (y)”
13. Replace “x <== y” with “if(y) (x)”
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14. Replace “forall body” in Preconditions with true;
15. Replace “exists body” in Preconditions with true;
16. If a SPEST comment is above a method with an uppercase first letter, make the first letter lower-
case.
17. If a package name starts with a capital letter and the name clashes with a Java Object name,
replace the first letter of the name with its lowercase equivalent.
18. If a package name matches an objects name, then rename the package name to start with a lower
case letter and the Object name to an uppercase letter.
19. Remove “;” from the end of each boolean expression
20. Remove “@Override” from methods that have SPEST comments
21. Replace expressions containing “instanceof” with true
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Appendix C
Understandability Survey
Figures C.1 and C.2 show students responses to the survey questions in figure 6.3.
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Figure C.1: JML survey free response answers
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Figure C.2: SPEST survey free response answers
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Appendix D
Code Readability Survey
The following figures show the instructions and code samples used to analyze how participants rank
SPEST generated test code against alternative sources in terms of readability.
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Figure D.1: Code eadability survey instructions
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Figure D.2: Readability sample code for question 1
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Figure D.3: Readability sample code for question 2
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Figure D.4: Readability sample code for question 3
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Figure D.5: Readability sample code for question 4
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Figure D.6: Readability sample code for question 5
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Figure D.7: Readability sample code for question 6
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